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Chapter 17: Commercial Profit 
In the sphere of circulation capital creates neither value nor surplus-value but carries out the operations of the 
realisation of the value of commodities, and the transformation of this value back into the elements of 
production. These operations however require time and in function of this set limits to the formation of value 
and surplus-value. This applies equally to when industrial capital itself carries out these operations, as to when 
these functions are appropriated through a division of labour within total capital by merchants’ capital 
(irrespective of the fact, as we have seen, that commercial capital may be indirectly productive). 

Commercial capital, therefore, creates neither value nor surplus-value; rather it simply facilitates their realisation. 
But, given that the circulation of industrial capital forms as necessary a part of the reproduction process as does 
production, commercial capital, the capital that functions independently in the circulation process, must, as must 
all capital, yield an average profit.  

If commercial capital were to yield a higher average profit than industrial capital, a part of industrial capital 
would change into commercial capital. If it yielded a lower average profit, the opposite process would take 
place. No species of capital finds it easier than commercial capital to change its function and designation.1

Hence, since commercial capital does not produce any surplus-value of its own, the surplus-value that accrues to 
(as average profit) must come from the surplus-value produced by productive capital as a whole. We are going 
to investigate how this happens. In doing so, we shall first look at commercial profit, disregarding the costs of 
circulation, and then we shall look at the costs of circulation, which break down into material costs, and social 
costs, respectively the constant capital advanced by the commercial capitalist, and the variable capital, wages paid 
to commercial workers. 

 

 

I  Commercial profit2

The merchant can obtain profit only from the price of the commodities sold; this profit is the difference 
between purchase price and sale price. 

 

In the case of the industrial capitalist, the difference between sale price and purchase price is the difference 
between price of production and cost price; taking social capital as a whole, this is the difference between the value of 
the commodities produced and their cost price, i.e. the difference between the total quantity of labour 
objectified in them and the quantity of paid labour objectified in them. In production, the component of the 
commodities’ price that will be realised as profit is produced. All an industrial capitalist does in circulation is 
realise the surplus-value (profit) already produced. 

The merchant, however, does not realise her profit in circulation; she makes it there. This only appears to be 
possible if she sells the commodities she has bought at their prices of production (at the scale of total social 
capital at their values) and sells them at a price higher than this. 

It appears then that commercial profit arises through an addition to the price of commodities and that profit 
itself is derived from selling commodities above their values). That this is an illusion arises from the fact that 
when we considered the formation of a general rate of profit, we excluded merchants’ capital from its formation. 
We now need to modify that assumption. 

                                                 
1 Karl Marx, Capital volume 3 (Harmondsworth, 1981) [hereafter C3], p. 395. When we saw in the previous chapter how 
commercial capital fulfils a functional utility with respect to valorisation in general, but only given ‘that [it] ... does not 
overstep its necessary proportions’ (C3, p. 387), that this last be true, that commercial capital does not overstep these 
proportions, is regulated through the mechanism of the equalisation of the rate of profit discussed in part 2 of this volume. 
2 Where I insert my own subheads they appear, as here, in sans serif type. 
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The  total industrial capital advanced during one year is 720c + 180v = 900;3

In addition to this industrial capital of 900 there also exists a commercial capital of 100. If to this last accrues a 
profit in function of its size then, given that it accounts for 10 % of the total social capital of 1,000 it will yield as 
profit 10 % of the total surplus-value of 180, i.e. 18, and yield a rate of profit of 18

100
 = 18 % . The remaining 

surplus-value (162) is now divided among the remaining 90 % of total social capital (900) which also yields a rate 
of profit of  162

900
 = 18 % . 

  if the rate of surplus-value  δ  =  

100 % then the total product W = 720c + 180v + 180s  = 1,080 and the rate of profit on the total capital (general 

rate of profit) r � = 180
900

 = 20 % . 

The price at which W is sold to the merchants is 720c + 180v + 162s = 1,062. The merchant, selling at a rate of 
profit of 18 % , sells at 1,062 + 18 = 1,080, at their price of production (= at value, taking the total social 
product as a whole). 

Now, commercial capital contributes to the formation of the general rate of profit in function of the proportion 
it forms in the total capital; by price of production we understand, as before, cost price plus average profit, only 
now the average profit is determined on the one hand by the total profit produced by the total productive capital 
and on the other by the total social capital – productive and commercial capital. 

We saw earlier that, if production price = pp , cost price = pc , and average profit = r � ,  pp = pc + r � . Now, if we 
understand by ‘production price’ the price at which the industrial capitalist sells the commodity to the 
commercial capitalist (as distinct from what we shall call the sales price, ps , the final price at which the 
commodity is sold), ir  that part of total profit realised by the industrial capitalist, and rc that part of total profit 
reaped by commercial capital, such that ic rrr += , then pp = pc + ir ,  ps = ps + ic rr + , and pp = ps – rc. 

At the level of total social capital, W = C + V + S = ( )∑ sp  . If C + V = ( )∑ cp , then S = ( )∑ r = ( )∑ ir  + 

( )∑ cr  . Commercial profit is redistibuted surplus-value. 

 

Two conclusions flow from this. 

1 The larger commercial capital is in proportion to industrial capital within total social capital, the lower the 
rate of industrial profit, and vice versa. 

2 If c > 0, the rate of profit is always lower than the rate of surplus-value. In the case above, we have a rate of 
surplus-value of 100 % expressed in a rate of profit of 20 % . Now, taking into account the share of surplus-
value that accrues to commercial capital, the rate is lower still, 18 % against 20 % . ‘The average rate of 
profit for the directly exploiting capitalist thus makes the rate of profit appear smaller than it actually is.’4 All 
else being equal,5

Marx notes that, ‘[i]n the course of scientific analysis’,

 the size of commercial capital relative to the total will stand in inverse proportion to the 
speed of its turnover. 

6 i.e. in his exposition, ‘rising from the abstract to the 
concrete’,7

                                                 
3 Marx suggests that these figures are millions of pounds sterling. 

 the formation of a general rate of profit proceeds from the competition between industrial capitals, 

4 C3, p. 400. 
5 Marx remarks here (C3, p. 400), rather cryptically, that ‘retail traders, a hybrid species, form an exception’. 
6 C3, p. 400. 
7 Karl Marx, Grundrisse (Harmondsworth, 1973), p. 100. ‘[T]he method of presentation must differ in form from that of 
inquiry. The latter has to appropriate the material in detail, to analyse its different forms of development, to trace out their 
inner connection. Only after this work is done, can the actual movement be adequately described. If this is done 
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and is subsequently modified by the operation of commercial capital. The course of historical development, 
however, takes the reverse path. 

It is commercial capital which first fixes the prices of commodities more or less according to their values, and 
it is the sphere of circulation that mediates the reproduction process in which a general rate of profit is first 
formed. Commercial profit originally determines industrial profit. It is only when the capitalist mode of 
production has come to prevail, and the producer has himself become a merchant, that commercial profit is 
reduced to the aliquot share of the total surplus-value that accrues to commercial capital as an aliquot part of 
the total capital concerned in the process of social reproduction.8

 

  

II  The outlay of commercial capital  

(a) Circulation costs 

Insofar as we have examined commercial capital so far, the money capital advanced by the merchant is in reality 
the commodity capital of the industrial capitalist turned into money; no change in the value of the commodity is 
effected. The increment in price realised by the merchant is nothing more than an anticipation of the final 
consumer’s payment. But this is no longer true if the merchant herself has expenses, i.e. if she has to advance 
capital, circulating or fixed, in the process of buying and selling, herself, in addition to the money capital 
advanced to buy the commodity from the producer.9

As a general consideration, whatever the source of the costs incurred in the circulation of commodities, insofar 
as these costs consist in circulating capital, they enter entirely into the sale price of the commodities in question; 
insofar as they consist in fixed capital, they enter in function of depreciation. And insofar as these costs are 
commercial costs of circulation, they form no real addition to commodity value. Any additional capital, however, 
enters into the formation of the general rate of profit. 

 

‘Commercial costs of circulation’ consist, as we saw in volume 2, in the costs necessary to realise the value of the 
commodity product. Not included here are those production processes that continue during circulation (for 
example transport). ‘The haulier, the railway director and the shipowner are not “merchants”. The costs we are 
considering here are those of buying and selling.’10 These break down into accounting, book-keeping, marketing, 
correspondence, and the like. The constant capital here consists in offices, paper, postage, etc; other costs are 
reducible to the variable capital advanced for commercial employees. ‘[T]hese costs are incurred not in the 
production of the commodities’ use-value, but rather in the realisation of their value; they are pure costs of 
circulation. They do not come into the immediate production process, but they do come into the circulation 
process and hence into the overall process of reproduction.’11

The prolongation of circulation means (1) that the capitalist is prevented from performing her own function as a 
producer; and (2) that the product is not valorised and that the immediate process of production is interrupted. 
In order to prevent this interruption, either the scale of production is reduced or additional money capital is 
advanced to continue production on the same scale. On the social scale, this is as true whether it is the industrial 
capitalist responsible for circulation or the merchant. 

 

Instead of the industrial capitalist spending more time on the circulation process, the merchant now spends 
this time; instead of his being forced to advance additional capital for circulation, the merchant advances it; 
or, what comes to the same thing, whereas previously a substantial portion of the industrial capital was 
constantly entering and leaving the circulation process, now the merchant's capital is cooped up there 

                                                                                                                                                                                
successfully, if the life of the subject-matter is ideally reflected as in a mirror, then it may appear as if we had before us a 
mere a priori construction.’ Karl Marx, Capital vol. 1 (Harmondsworth, 1990) [hereafter C1], p. 102. 
8 C3, pp. 400-1. 
9 Marx enters into the question of the costs of circulation in detail in Karl Marx, Capital, vol. 2  (Harmondsworth, 1978), 
chapter 6. 
10 C3, p. 402. 
11 C3, pp. 402-3. 
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permanently. And whereas previously the industrial capitalist made a smaller profit, now he has to abandon a 
part of his profit completely to the merchant.12

If, as in the case above, 720c + 180v + 180s plus a commercial capital of 100 leaves a profit of 162, 18 % , for the 
industrial capitalist, then, should the additional costs of circulation amount to 200, the total advance on the part 
of industrial capital would be 1,100, such that the surplus-value of 180 would represent a rate of profit 16 4

11
 % . 

 

Capital advanced in function of costs of circulation is thus additional capital, but it does not form any more 
surplus-value: it has to be replaced out of the commodities’ value. At the level of total social capital, a part of this 
capital is therefore directed towards operations that do not form a part of the valorisation process, a part of 
capital that needs to be continually reproduced to this end reducing the rate of profit for both individual 
industrial capitalists and total social industrial capital. 

That these costs be taken over by merchants does not mean that there is no reduction in the rate of profit but 
that this is lesser in extent and occurs in a different way. Now, the merchant assumes these costs (advancing 
more capital); the profit on this additional capital means that commercial capital enters alongside industrial 
capital in the equalisation of the general rate of profit on a now greater scale, reducing the overall average rate of 
profit (since total surplus-value remains the same).13

 

 

(b) Commercial constant capital 

Let us call the capital directly laid out on buying and selling commodities B, the constant capital used to this 
purpose (the material expenses involved) K and the variable capital laid out by the merchant b. 

B is replaced in the form of the realised purchase price, the price of production for the manufacturer which the 
merchant receives back on resale along with the profit on B. If the producer’s production price is £100, and the 
profit on this is 10 per cent, then the commodity is sold at £110.  

Taking now K, this is no more than, and in actual fact is smaller than, that portion of constant capital that the 
industrial producer would need for selling and buying were she to actually carry out the operation. This constant 
capital is additional to the constant capital used directly in production; but, as constant capital in general, has to 
be recovered through the price of the commodity. Insofar as the commercial side of his production is passed 
over to the merchant, the producer needs not advance this capital; now, it is the merchant who advances it. But 
the merchant neither produces nor reproduces the constant capital she uses; the production of this appears as a 
separate business of certain industrial capitalists, to the effect that these fulfil a similar function to those 
producers supplying constant capital to the producers of means of subsistence. In this way the merchant 
receives the replacement for her constant capital in addition to the profit on it. In function of both of these, the 
profit of the industrial capitalist is reduced, but, as we have seen, this reduction is less – because the capital 
advanced in this way is less – than it would be were it she who had advanced this capital herself. 

 

(c) The wage-labour deployed in circulation 

The labour-time expended in selling commodities adds no value to these commodities, independently of whether 
it is carried out on the part of the industrial or commercial capitalist. ‘The transformation of commodities 
(products) into money and of money into commodities (means of production) is a necessary function of 
industrial capital and hence a necessary operation for the capitalist, [...] [b]ut [...] neither increase value nor create 
surplus-value.’14

                                                 
12 C3, pp. 404-5. 

 The labour deployed in circulation is not value-creating labour; hence the profit that accrues to 
the merchant accrues not in function of the wage-labour deployed in circulation but in function of the aliquot 

13 Marx notes (C3, p. 406) that it is ‘assumed that the division between commercial and industrial capital involves a 
centralization of trading costs and a consequent reduction in them.’ 
14 C3, p. 403. 
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component of the total social surplus-value in function of the size of the capital deployed in the form of average 
profit.  

Commercial wage-labourers are, on the one hand, wage-labourers like any other, insofar as (1) their labour is 
paid for out of the merchant's variable capital (rather than her revenue); ‘it is bought, in other words, not for a 
personal service but for the purpose of valorising the capital advanced in it’;15

On the other hand, there exists between this labour and the labour deployed by industrial capital the same 
distinction as that between industrial capital in general and commercial capital in general (i.e. between the 
industrial capitalist and the merchant). Since the merchant produces neither value nor surplus-value, neither 
does the commercial wage-labour produce surplus-value for the merchant directly.

 and (2) the value of this labour-power is 
determined by its own production and reproduction costs (as opposed to by the product of this labour) 

16

How does commercial wage-labour produce profit for capitalists that deploy it? Just as industrial capital makes 
its profit by selling labour for which it has not paid an equivalent contained and realized in the commodity, so 
commercial capital too makes a profit by not paying productive capital in full for the unpaid labour contained in 
the commodity. But commercial capital’s relationship to surplus-value is different to that of industrial capital: 
industrial capital produces surplus-value through the direct appropriation of unpaid labour; commercial capital 
appropriates a part of this surplus-value through having it transferred from industrial capital. 

 

Thus commercial capital draws on the surplus-value produced by social capital in virtue of its function as capital 
in the realisation of values. As far as the individual merchant is concerned, the scale of her profit depends on the 
how much capital she can employ, and this in turn is greater in function of the unpaid labour of her workers: 

The very function by virtue of which the commercial capitalist’s money is capital is performed in large 
measure by his employees, on his instructions. Their unpaid labour, even though it does not create surplus-
value, does create his ability to appropriate surplus-value, which, as far as this capital is concerned, gives 
exactly the same result [...]. Just as the unpaid labour of the worker creates surplus-value for productive 
capital directly, so also does the unpaid labour of the commercial employee create a share in that surplus-
value for commercial capital.17

[Marx notes, inter alia, that, as in the case of industrial capital, a concentration of capital takes place with respect 
to commercial capital, in function of the advantage of economies of scale. In fact, notes Marx, ‘[i]n commerce 
[...], far more than in industry, the same function takes the same amount of labour-time whether it is performed 
on a large or small scale.’ As a consequence, ‘concentration historically appears in commerce earlier than in the 
industrial workshop.’
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 Were it not for this concentration, commercial capital would require many more workers 
to carry out its functions, and a larger commercial capital would be required to turn over the same commodity 
capital.] 

(d) The components of the sale price 

                                                 
15 C3, p. 406 (italicisation added). 
16 We assume, Marx notes, that wages are determined by the value of labour-power, i.e. that the merchant does not enrich 
her by cheating her workers. 
17 C3, p. 407. 
18 C3, p. 409. ‘It takes no more time to reckon with large figures than with small. It takes ten times longer to make ten 
purchases of £100 than one purchase of £1,000. It takes ten times as much correspondence work, paper and postage to 
write to ten small merchants as to one big one. A well-defined division of labour in the commercial office, where one 
person keeps the books, another the cash-box, a third writes letters, this one buys, another sells, that one travels, etc., 
spares a tremendous amount of labour-time, so that the number of workers involved in wholesale trade is in no way 
proportionate to the comparative scale of the transactions. [...] There are also the expenses for constant capital. A hundred 
small offices cost infinitely more than one big one, a hundred small warehouses more than a big warehouse, etc. Transport 
costs, which commerce is concerned with at least as costs to be advanced, also grow with this fragmentation.’ 
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The price at which the merchant sells the commodity product equals B + K + b + [the profit on (B + K) ] + [the 
profit on b ]. 

As we have seen, B replaces the purchase price and adds to this only the profit on B. K adds the profit on K as 
well as K itself. This last, K + the profit on K (that part of the circulation costs advanced in the form of constant 
capital plus the corresponding average profit), would be greater were it in the hands of the industrial capitalist 
than in the hands of the commercial capitalist. There is a reduction in the average profit, in that this is calculated 
after the deduction of B + K from the industrial capital advanced. However, this deduction from the average 
profit is paid to the merchant, so that it appears as the profit of her own capital. 

But considering the case of b, the sale price must also ensure (1) the realisation of an average profit on B + b; and 
(2) the replacement, in addition to the profit realised b, the wages paid out as b.  

What the merchant buys with b, is commercial labour, i.e. labour needed for the functions of capital circulation, C 
– M and M – C. But commercial labour, even though it is labour that realises values but does not create any, is 
labour that is always necessary for a capital to function, since the realisation of value and surplus-value is a 
constant necessity. 

Commercial capital is fundamentally the form in which a part of the industrial capital which functions in the 
circulation process has become independent; hence, its interpretation must be carried out by taking the 
phenomena peculiar to commercial capital as they manifest themselves before their independent appearance. 
Hence the variable capital b needs to be considered as it would manifest itself in the commercial office of the 
industrial capitalist herself. 

Although the commercial office is always smaller than the industrial workshop, it grows in scale with the growth 
of production (although its increase is not in the same proportion), as do the overall circulation costs involved in 
the realisation of value and surplus-value. The expenditure on paying commercial workers is incurred in the 
form of wages, but is distinct from the variable capital laid out on the purchase of productive labour: it increases 
the capital outlay of the industrial capitalist without directly increasing the surplus-value produced. Like all 
unproductive outlays, it reduces the rate of profit, since it causes capital to grow without increasing the surplus-
value produced. 

Industrial capital does not behave towards its commercial employees as it does to its productive wage-labourers. 
All else being equal, the more of the latter are employed the greater is the scale of production and the greater is 
the profit produced. But this increase in the scale of production brings with it an increase in office expenses, at 
least in absolute terms, if not relatively. A labour that consists simply in intermediary operations (the calculation 
and realisation of values, the transformation of the money realised back into means of production, etc.) 
functions not as the cause of the magnitudes of these values, as directly productive labour does, but as its 
consequence, and, as such, stands in relation to them as do the other costs of circulation. 

The price of the labour of the commercial worker is determined by the value of her labour-power, by the cost of 
its production. Her wage stands not in any necessary relationship to the amount of profit that she participates in 
realising. What she costs the capitalist and what she brings in for her are thus different quantities. What she 
brings in is, rather than a function of the direct creation of surplus-value, her assistance in reducing the cost of 
realising surplus-value.19

                                                 
19 Inter alia, Marx makes the following interesting point (C3, pp. 414-15). ‘The commercial worker proper belongs to the 
better paid class of wage-labourer; he is one of those whose labour is skilled labour, above-average labour. His wage, 
however, has a tendency to fall, as the capitalist mode of production advances, even in relation to average labour. Firstly, 
because the division of labour within the commercial office means that only a one-sided development of ability need be 
produced and that much of the cost of producing this ability to work is free for the capitalist, since the worker's skill is 
rather developed by the function itself, and indeed is developed all the more quickly, the more one-sided the function 
becomes with the division of labour. Secondly, because basic skills, knowledge of commerce and languages, etc., are 
reproduced ever more quickly, easily, generally and cheaply the more the capitalist mode of production adapts teaching 
methods, etc. to practical purposes. The general extension of popular education permits this variety of labour to be 
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The capitalist hence increases the number of these workers if she has more value and profit to realise: the 
increase in this labour is always an effect of the increase in surplus-value, and never a cause of it. 

 

 

 

III  The emergence of an autonomous commercial capital  

The functions of commodity capital and money capital are ‘general formal determinations’20

With the appearance of commercial capital these commercial functions and circulation costs acquire an 
autonomous existence. Those aspects of industrial capital that pertain to circulation, consisting not only in the 
forms of commodity capital and money capital, but also in the commercial office, acquire autonomy. For 
commercial capital the commercial office becomes its workshop. And as merchants assume control over the 
function of circulation, they also take over the circulation costs that arise from it. 

 of industrial capital; 
on the other hand capitals, and hence a specialised class of capitalists, are engaged themselves exclusively in 
these functions such that these functions are transformed into special spheres of the valorisation of capital. 

To the industrial capitalist, then, the costs of circulation appear as what they are, expenses; to the merchant, they 
appear as the source of her profit, a profit – assuming the equalisation of the rate of profit – which stands in 
proportion to the size of the costs of circulation. The outlay that has to be made on circulation costs is 
therefore, from the point of view of commercial capital, a productive investment. For commercial capital, the 
commercial labour that it buys also appears directly productive.  

                                                                                                                                                                                
recruited from classes which were formerly excluded from it and were accustomed to a lower standard of living. This also 
increases supply, and with it competition. With a few exceptions, therefore, the labour-power of these people is devalued 
with the advance of capitalist production; their wages fall, whereas their working ability increases.’ 
20 C3, p. 415. 
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